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Yesterday, Earl Kribben expressed with much feeling his
dislike of our "Public Housing. 11 He says 11We have it and the only
thing worth writing about is what do we do with it now that we've
got it . "
I explained that we had only the task of exposing
fallacies and explaining the efficacy of our own philosophy; that
others had the job of acting politically. He seemed somewhat
assuaged, but Earl in company with weaker thinkers than Hughston
would be quite a leftist. He must have some stout leftists among
his social friends and certainly he reads their literature.
Flight smooth and routine, landing Tampa 8:00PM. Jimmy,
Hutch's driver, to meet us. Drove to the tip of the island which
is Clearwater Beach to a lovely house with a bay on one side and
the Gulf of Mexico on the other. A magnificent beach, as private
as one's tooth brush. On arriving, there was a note from Hutch
saying that Charlie Sawyer, former secretary of commerce under
Truman, had blown in, that he and Helen were having dinner with
him at the nearby Carlouel Club, and would we come over and join in
on the coffee. This we did . Present also were Sawyer's daughters
and husbands. Sawyer and I were on FEE philosophy in about one
minute. Pleasant. Back to the house for talk and to hay by 11:15.
February 27.
Loafing and sunshine. Mr. Secretary Sawyer and
daughter Jeannie came for cocktails, as did Mr. and Mrs . Leonard T.
Lewis of Detroit. Dinner at home and talk until 10:30, mostly
religious, Hutch being "Evangelical . "
February 28. Went to 8: 00 AM communion service with Hutch . As of
yet, I still think contemplation is the highest form of prayer.
Hutch and I drove to St. Petersburg. He said that I
should keep good contact with Vander Zee and Cope in Chrysler.
The four of us and Jeannie Weaver went to a Clearwater
restaurant for our Sunday dinner . This day and night rainy, windy,
and cold.
March l.
Up at 6:15. Hutch drove me the 25 miles to Tampa airport.
We had breakfast at a nearby diner and I boarded NAL's #514, 8:30AM
for Jacksonville. Flew over Pointe Vedre where Ag and I had such a
delightful week end nearly three years ago. Flight routine. Bill
and Jimmy (his wife) Johnson, Ex. V.P. Jacksonville C. of c., were
at airport to meet me. To Bill's office and a talk with his apt
and young Mr. Foster who staff-wise heads our kind of work.
Bill and I went to the new (and beautiful) hom~ office of
Penninsular Life Insurance Company and called first on Laurence Lee,
Jr., Ex. V.P. He is Chairman of C. of C. committee, a dynamic,
intelligent young man . Gave him the best 20-minute pit~h I could .
We then called upon the senior Mr. Lee, recent President of the u. S.
C. of C.
Back to Mayflower Hotel where attorney Fred Kent was
awaiting me. He wants to help FEE financially and thinks he can do
so through Mrs. Alfred I. duPont and/or some of her companies, he
doing legal work for her and them. Kent is a key person to whom I
should pay considerable attention.
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To dining room of roof for Rotary meeting. About 265
present, including a lot of Judges -- Owen Roberts, former Justice
of U. S. Supreme Court, among them. Clarence G. Ashby of Kent•s
law firm introduced me. About average attention and interest.
Bill again took me for a drive through the better residential sections, abloom with dogwood and azaleas. We went by the
estate of our gambling friends, the Jacksonville-Saugatuck Johnsons,
and the 40-acre estate of Mrs. duPont. What a dump! Thence to
airport and NAL's #7, 4:30PM for Tampa, this job a Lockheed Lodestar.
Ag, Helen, and Hutch to meet me. As we had witnessed the
sun rise in a clear sky while driving to the airport in the morning,
so on the way home did we witness it set. That•s a day's work.
March 2. Hutch at breakfast, talking about the problem of getting
folks to support FEE who don't buy the libertarian philosophy in its
entirety says that we should argue thus: We are in troubled seas.
It is necessary in such circumstances to have range lights pointing
out the direction in which to go; that FEE's job is to provide the
range lights, not to tell each soul how he should zig and zag in
getting there. An excellent idea for a paragraph in next NOTES.
On phone with Flanagan's and Guthrie's offices, Tom
Drierer's home, Stan Minshall, and Thomas Higsen's office about
today's luncheon.
The meeting was at St. Petersburg's Detroit Hotel. There
were 302 visiting Rotarians, plus guests, plus locals, bulletin of
meeting appended. Among those at speakers table were two Trustees,
Hutch and Hughston. Chauncey Snow, who practically ran the U. S.
C of C when I joined it 25 years ago was on hand. My garage man,
Bill Blasburg of Dobbs Ferry, introduced himself. Hutch said before
speech, "Leonard, you had better be good with two of your Trustees
here." My reply, "I respect you two but I only fear God. " I had
40 minutes and it went off rather well. On the way home, Hutch and
I stopped at the Carlouel Club, had three drinks, and in response
to my request that he keep notes of criticism, he gave forth, his
ideas all good. Especially important was his suggestion about
bringing in the financial angle, a subtle touch that I haven't known
how to do. Something like this: "Americans have always been
suspicious of Greeks bearing gifts. 11 From there on the pitch is easy.
A lovely steak dinner and as I write this, Hutch says "cultivate our
souls."
Phone calls from all the Hutchinson children in Detroit -Helen's birthday.
March 3· Bette sends word that my rink won its match over the week
end 18 - l; that Dean "already has his medal mentally in his hot
little hand. 11 I appear not to be indispensable.
A note from Paul Hoffman asking me to breakfast with him
at the Plaza on the lith, proving Dale Carnegie to be right. LA 1 s
Coast Federal Savings & Loan orders 126,000 Clipping #60. Money news
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continues to be very poor.
A vacation day, cool with considerable rain. Hutch and
I drove to Clearwater to do some chores, then we took Ag and Helen
to Tarpon Springs, the sponge market, where we lunched at Pappa's,
a Greek place, shishkabobs and rice, and bacalava for dessert.
Hughston joined us for dinner, driving up in his new
Corvette, a car for the gulls so far as I am concerned . Talk evenly
divided between curling and philosophy. Interesting was his
description of his criticism of Clarence Randall's book, a criticism
he confessed he could not have made had it not been for his study
of FEE material. I told Hughston of Earl Kribben's dissent on our
"Public Housing." Hughston was pretty rough on Earl.
March 4 .
Jimmy drove me to the airport, Ag joining for the ride
and breakfast. Had a hassel with the ticket counter, my space having
been cancelled, and they said "None available . " I raised hell and,
on more careful checking, they admitted the fault their own. Boarded
NAL's 907, 9:40AM for New Orleans. This is an AA DC-6, this flight
from Miami to L.A. being an equipment interchange.
To Boston Club just prior to noon where A. Q. Petersen,
a great Dane, and President of Wesson Oil and Snowdrift, had 23 of
us for luncheon, as good a group of that number as could be assembled
in New Orleans. Mr. Pete is all business, so he proposed, in order
to save time, that we all sit down with our drinks, that I make a
part of my remarks, that we eat, and then that I conclude what I had
to say. Most good inventions come by accident, and this is an
example. I talked for 10-15 minutes relating our mess and defining
it, and ended by promising to tell what to do about it following the
food. This has the distinct benefit of directing all of the conversation
while eating to my subject, a wonderful accidental idea. I shall insist
on its use at all invitational gatherings. Remarks received better
than usual. To Mr. Pete's office for an hour. This gent is 67, as
energetic as ever, running in almost minute detail a business having
12,000 employees and doing $200 million annually. I spoke of Coberly
and of Len Jr. being with him, and quick as a flash, he said, "I'll
try to get him." Went next to office of Wallace Davl.s, President of
Hibernia Bank, who had said he wanted to talk more with me. A fine
citizen who wants desperately to believe as FEE but worries about
what would happen should we stop all the crud. My hour with him was
one of trying to present assurances. Back to Mr. Pete because he
requested it. Said he would send FEE a check in a couple of days.
He said the same 2 or 3 yrs. ago, and it was a year in coming. May
be different this time for his attitude is now one of extreme
friendliness. Whatever comes of it, I shall always hold Mr. Pete in
high esteem.
Back to Boston Club and had a sazarac or two (2). At the
bar was an M.D. discussing the scientific aspects of dice with the
very Negro bartender . Then the Doc and I were off into all sorts of
philosophy and .science, ending by his inviting me to dine with him.
Too bad for I had to hie airportward for NAL's 918, 6:50PM for
Tampa.
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Routine, landing at 9:40, Ag, Helen, and Hutch to meet
me. Talk and to hay, reading more of Joad's "Recovery of Belief,"
at midnight.
March 5. Hutch and I had a nice talk with Jasper Crane who is convalescing on the other side of Florida near Palm Beach. Says he is
doing fine. Thinks our work is becoming increasingly difficult on
account of Republican delusions. He's telling me!
Following lunch, expressions of gratitude, and goodbyes
to Helen and Hutch~ Jimmy drove us to Tampa for NAL's #458, 3:30PM
nonstop to Washington. In air only 2 hrs. and 55 minutes! Randy
Burgess got on at Washington. He's leaving for Caracas tomorrow.
New York (Idlewild) at 8:12 PM, JB and Tobe to meet us.
March 6. Pacific Tel and Tel orders 41,000 copies "Personal Practice
of Freedom. "
Weyerhaeuser Timber Co. sends a check for $1,000, up from
$250.
We have now lost two out of our eight Jug Ogden matches!
If one is to enjoy a sport, one should be as happy over a loss as a
win. Today we played Mahopac #1, Pete Wolton skip. Ours is a better
rink, but mostly we curled inexpertly. By winning two in the 9th,
we achieved a 10-10 tie. In the lOth, Dean was perfect. Brad was
perfect. Rusty was perfect. My two guard shots were perfect, and
the strategy had no flaws. All of the St. Andrews curlers and numerous
spectators were watching. Everyone was congratulating me on the
perfect house, three rocks lying and beautifully guarded. If an
adversary in a golf game had to finish with a hole-in-one to win,
Pete's position was comparable. Theoretically, there was a shot.
It required a cannon-ball on his part. This must hit one of our
guards ten feet in front of the house. The guard had to hit a fringe
rock of his and wick and then this in turn had to hit our center rock
head on. Impossible, it seemed, but Pete had nothing else to play.
To bring this miracle story to an end, the whole damned thing came
off -- Read's rink downed 11-10. I love to lose, ha~ ha!
In the afternoon, JB playing #3 for Seibert, having the
prized Halliday medal all but pinned on his bonnet, lost by the same
margin but not exactly for the same reason.
March 7. This and next week end finish the curling season, climaxed
by the Kitchel matches, the whole St. Andrews bunch divided into nine
rinks playing a "sudden death" contest. I played #3 on Seibert's
winning rink last year . This year our rink is Ted Hahn skip, Seibert
#3, LER #2, and Stanton #1. This morning we played Pitt Carl et al
and were tied 9-9 at the finish. We won in the extra end, all four
of us curling rather well.
Stayed at Club, had a light lunch, shower, snort, and a
brief snooze. On ice aga±n at 3:00PM with my Jug Ogden rink . Played
Arthur somebody (Caledonia #2) and won 10-4. Our rink and Paul
Berryman's are now tied, each with two losses and seven wins, so next
Sunday we play off the tie. Paul won his match today against young
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Gil Newton, after Gil picked up a 6-ender in the first. Am pleased
because I want another crack at Paul, who won one from us after we
had it in the bag.
March 8. Phoned Ben. He wants to see me about his Task Force problem .
An evening get-together is in the offing.
Phoned George Champion. Said he was on phone with Mr .
Pete last night and that he spoke favorably about last Thursday's N. O.
luncheon.
Approved for a Clipping Hazlitt's excellent Newsweek article
on "Coffee, Butter and Politics." Phoned Henry and was given permission.
appended.

The photpgrapher, Leppert, was here today. Some samples
Pictures taken for a journal with a story about FEE.

Phoned Henry Bodman, Sr. V.P. National Bank of Detroit,
about Doc Lamborn going to his bank this summer on the C-B-E Program.
Harry seemed favorable.
Frank Cellier's secretary phoned from Chicago.
luncheon with F.C. Wednesday? Yes.
March 9.
college.

Would I haye

Mario Pei here for luncheon and more talk about our libertarian
Ag

and I started on our lessons in nspanish - the Mexican

Way."
March 10. Bud Culver writes that his company must discontinue its
$250 donation on account of their business set-back. There's a lot of
this, and, I fear, more in the offing.
To New York and lunch at Columbia University Club with
Frank Cellier of Sears, an appo i ntment he had requested. His mission
was to inform me that his company would discontinue support of FEE,
business reasons cited. Cellier may be the deciding person in these
matters. We had a most interesting talk on a high plane. He and I
have many areas of agreement. I told him that Sears had donated for
1954, that the amount was only $2,500, two facts he was not aware of
and that his final decision had a meaning far more profound than their
2~ M, that it would take only a few such decisions among some of our
larger supporters to write "finis" for FEE, that they ought to look
at thei r decision in this light. I felt I dissuaded him personally
but what bearing this will have come December, I cannot tell. Rough~
Brad, Dean, and I went to St . Andrews for some practice
curling and got into a fun scrub match. Couldn't hit my hat.
What's the difference between an English sparrow and a
cobalt blue sparrow? Answer: Ten bucks~

..
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March ll. Walter Neal of Pacific Tel and Tel :phoned and wants us to
:print 50,300 copies of Dean's "Thought Starter." The attitude on
:pricing is good, for in Walter's talk with Ivan (I was in New York)
he argued for a 7¢ :price on another :piece as against the 6¢ :price Ivan
had offered . The implication is clear. These folks will :probably
never make a donation to FEE because it would be too difficult to
defend before the Calif. R. R. Commission. This is their way to help.
We will clear $1,500-$2,000 on the two current orders, more than any
annual donation these folks would find it expedient to grant.
Appended is a copy of my letter to Frank Cellier.
Lunched with Leo Wolman at Le Cafe Arnold. It is always
a delight to be with him. Leo is on the go as much as I am.
Phoned Hart Buck, statistician with the Bank of Toronto,
asking :permission to :publish a recent speech of his "Forward to LaissezFaire.n He couldn't give me an immediate answer, wanting first to get
the approval of his officers.
Clipping #61 came off our :press today, copy appended .

Ag got me to a movie, "How to Marry a Millionaire."
March 12.

Vapid~

Drafted a new renewal letter, copy appended.
Received $1,000 from Ray-0-Vac.

John J. Rowe asks permission to reprint "Public Housing" in
his monthly bank bulletin.
Phoned John Sparks in Canton and obtained approval to make
a Clipping from his essay in the GM contest, Dean and I doing some
rearranging and editing. It is a superb piece.
March 13. Hahn skip, Seibert #3, LER #2, and Stanton #l defeated Fry
skip, Uncle Cliff #3, Deegan #2, and JB #l in the semi-finals of the
Kitchel, 14-8. The game was not one-sided. We went into the llth
one ahead, the game "nip and tuck" all theway. Fry, had he not missed
an easy last shot could have tied tbescore. Instead, we :picked u:p four.
The 12th end hardly required :playing.

Ag obtained 6 loin :pork chops for dinner. I made a dressing
of 4 cups of toasted bread cubes, ~ cup of chopped onions and~ cup of
chopped celery sauteed in 2 tbs. butter, 2 tbs. chopped parsley, l cup
of coarse chopped filberts, l tsp. salt, l tsp. poultry salt, l/8 tsp.
:pepper, and l cup consomme. This gunk was gently mixed and then put
evenly between the chops which were held spaced and in :place by skewers.
All of this is arranged in an uncovered baking pan and :put in a 325 oven
for 90 minutes. Splendid~ Where did this originate? On leaving the
Shamrock Hotel, Houston, in early January, I climbed into the front of
airport limo with the driver. In my space was a collection of newspapers
and casually looking at them ran onto this excellent recipe.
··'
Speaking of the Texas city, it's spelled H-0-U-S-T-0- N. My
' friend Bob's last name is H-U-S-T-0-N, and McBain's first is H-U-G-H-S-T-0-N.
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LEONARD B. READ,

April 1, 1954

President

Mr. John Jones

267 Park Avenue
New York 3, New York
Dear Mr. Jones:
I welo9me writing this annual renewal note. It is a chance to express
thank$ for the confidence you have placed in us and to invite you to make another
appraisal of our activities.
Let me emphasize this point: It is the cause of liberty for which we
are working and for which we urge any help we can obtain. The question that each
devotee of freedom should ask is: Does FEE serve a$ an effective means to this
worthy end?
There are several discouraging influences at work against us, influences
which tend to limit our resources and thus our activities, influences which you
have a right to know about: (1) The current lag in business and the consequent
tightening of purse strings; (2) The inclination, while trimming expenses, to lump
contributions for liberty with all extravagances, as though the loss of liberties
were a problem to be dealt with only in fair weather; (3) The unjustified attitude
that socialism is stopped. because of a changed political situation; (4) The almost
startling acceptance of numerous items in the socialistic portfolio by many "free
enterprisers," causing FEE's wholly nonsocialistic work to be condemned as "going
too far. 11
There is an encouraging side to our picture. Thousands of folks from
all walks of life -- as the result of our studies and explanations alone -- are
daily becoming more accomplished expositors of the free market, private property,
voluntary society, limited government concept. In my view, there is no antidote
for growing state power except as this corps of libertarians grows in numbers and
particularly in competency.
Only one promise can with propriety be made to you: We will labor for
the cause of liberty as intelligently and as diligently as we know how and as
widely as our resources permit. That it is your juOgment we respect and accept
is attested to by the attached invoice being in blank.
Best wishes!
Sincerely,

Leonard E. Read
LER:bf
Encl.
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Comparably confusing is our Trustee, Jim McCarthy, my old Sears'
friend, Jim McCaffrey, and I-H President, John McCaffrey. Which is
Jim or John, Caff or earth, I never know without a pause.
March 14. The day was long, but the story short. During the forenoon
in a 12-ender, we took the lead in the Kitchel finals from Kelly skip,
Ruston #3, Brad Smith #2, and Hawkins #L We won 20-12, all curled
rather well and all got our Kitchel medals, my second.
A shower, a snort, and light lunch for the play-off of the
Jug Ogden against Berryman skip, McKinney #3, Moore #2, and Stanton #L
It started out like a battle -- one for us, two for them, one for us
and then ''Dear John, that's all she wrote." We never made another
point, the game ending 14-2. I have never curled with or against a
rink that did better than our opponents. In the face of this expertness,
we, and particularly LER, performed below par. Poor Brad and Rusty got
clobbered twice during the day, and Dean's "hot little hand" went cold.
Thus ends the curling season for 1954, better spirit and better play
and more interest than in former years (due to Seibert) and perfect
ice all the time (due to He who sorts out the weather and to McCullough).
March 15. Hart Buck of Toronto sends approval for us to print his piece
on Laissez-Faire. It's a dilly.
Check for $6,000 from Jones & Laughlin.
Phoned Gen. Levin Campbell's office in Washington and set
up a lunch date with him for Wednesday.
Talked on phone with Tom Phelps of Socony-Vacuum, and we
agreed on luncheon for Thursday. Tom said his request for an increased
donation had brought two questions from the Contributions Committee.
"A large oil company has quit you," said he. "It's news to me," said
I. Apparently it is Texaco, more on this later. The other point was
that an expensive house had been built by FEE. On explaining it, Tom
thought the house idea was wise, and he was surprised at my salary
not being more. It is useless to speculate on which d.b. (dubious
benefactor) has used this trick to harm us. Anyway, in this instance,
I made lemonade of that lemon.
March 16. Wrote the following to go to P/L with Poirot's piece on
Social Security~
"FEE goes too far," say some of our critics. "Take
Social Security, for instance. We've got it. The
problem is to find out how to live with it."
The reason we have Social Security is that many persons
believe it to be right. When they come to see that it is
as wrong as government wage and price controls or any
other item of socialism, we will be done with it.
As this piece demonstrates, Social Security is not only
wrong, it isn't even "practical."
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Bierly and I lunched at New York's National Republican
Club with Theodore Fine, eastern head of The American School, his
associate, Gordon Studebaker, and Gordon's father, the eminent Dr.
John Studebaker, former National Commissioner of Education and now
Chairman of the Board of Scholastic Magazine. We talked until 2:40
PM, a lot on economics textbooks. Dr. S. seems to think our work
good and regrets that NEA has FEE labeled as an enemy. Three fine
men.
Approved promotion piece, designed by Bierly and Russell,
for "Essays on Liberty, Vol. II." It is v .g.
The Dean Russells dined with us, Ag having a delicious
veal paprika.
March 17. JB drove me to the Plaza and later to La Guardia. Breakfasted
with Paul Hoffman. We had a good l~ hours of discussion. Paul and I
are in complete agreement on the individual and his emergence as the
end object of life. We part company on means. He attests to being
utterly opposed to socialism, yet favors "Social Security" and a host
of other compulsory measures. He acknowledges my consistency, is very
tolerant of views such as mine, hates illiberal attitudes toward differences of opinion, and says he agrees that our sort of work needs
doing. I must direct some of our releases to him, establish a correspondence, and eventually seek his aid for our work. Anyway, the session
was most friendly.
Boarded AA's #505, 10:25 AM for Washington.

Routine, but

Ag or Dean would have urped.

To Metropolitan Club where I had a lunch set up, but a
message from General Campbell's secretary said he had made a date not
known to her, so would I see him at two o'clock. Phoned Emerson Schmidt,
Economist of U. S. C of c, and he took me to the very old Cosmos Club
in their new shanty, the former home (what a sumptuous dump!) of
Sumner Wells. Em and I had a great time. He buys FEE on balance,
recommends us, but has areas of disagreement. Insists he could sell me
on "Social Security" were we to have 2 or 3 days together. I argue that
I would reform him. Will never be settled.
Called on Gen . Levin Campbell, now Chairman of the Automotive
Safety Foundation, a Trustee of FEE for one year whom I have not seen in
two years . He is nearly every inch our stripe. Wish they could all be
as good.
Went to U. S. CofC for the open house in honor of ATAE (I am
a member!). At least 100 prominent national trade executives were present
and for 2~ hours the staff of the U. S. Chamber put on an aren't-wewonderful? show. The folks were quite impressed, but I doodled during
the superficialities. ~oward the end, there was a question and answer
period. Some gent tossed out one on economic education and my friend
Em was called on to give the answer. The high point of his answer was
a story about Jim Rogers, and how he could out-debate socialists, an
account of which I had given him at lunch. And the U. S. CofC is growing
financially fat, is about to spend millions on an addition to present
building.
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I saw Lefty Miles, still with the Chamber, and reminded
him that it was a quarter of a century ago next month that he and I
joined that staff.
At 5:00 PM the whole group joined in the wing-ding, a
cocktail affair. I knew but a very few, yet stranger after stranger
came to me, introduced themselves, complimented me on the work of
FEE, and related how valuable i t was . Typical was M. K. M. Murphy,
a director of the Chamber and the Chairman of the PM session, who
told about listening to a speech of mine and how wonderful was our
piece "Publ ic Housing" and the way he had used the ideas in it while
appearing before a House Committee; Earl Shreve, former V.P. of G.E.
and former President of U. S. CofC, whispered (confidentially) that he
had been asked to assume chairmanship of Manion Committee, and should
he take it? I cautioned finger-crossing. Earl Bunting, Pres. of NAM,
suggested lunch in New York Monday . Anthony, head of U. S. Tariff
League, smili ngly introduced himself, saying "I just wanted you to
know I don't have horns.'' Sa.w Phil Gott, Clem Johnson, Wells Gray,
Stuart Fitzpatrick, Arch Booth, Chas. Harbaugh, John Kelly, and a
host of others . Decided, after an hour of this, to leave in my minor
glory, so et a fast meal in sky room of Washington airport and boarded
AA's #420, 7:05PM for New York. Benefits of the day? I can see
nothing in cash for FEE, but the talks stimulated some ideas.
Flight routine.

Home at 9:05 PM .

March 18. For the record, I had prepared the following paragraph to
be included in the forthcoming issue of "Notes from FEE":
If you want to learn why many would-be larger contribu-

tors are dissuaded from supporting us, obtain a report
on FEE from the National Information Bureau, Inc.,
205 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. NIB's service is
on a nominal subscription basis. Confi dential reports
are issued on many organizations financed by contributions. No doubt the service is valuable in the nonideological area, but in the ideological area, staff
bias appears to take over. I have not been able to
find a libertarian institution not disparaged, nor a
11
liberal 11 one not given a reasonably clean bill of
health. For precise reports on FEE, one should inquire
of our Board of Trustees. All are men of proven reputat i on in the business and educational world, men who
are kept intimately informed of this operation, financial
or otherwise, men who have valued judgments in our type
of activity, men whose integrity ranks with their most
prized possessions. A list of Board members appears
on the reverse side of the enclosed form.
Harper, Curtiss, and Poirot thought this was not in character for FEE;
Bierly, Rogers, Shelly and I liked it; Russell was more or less indifferent. Emerson Schmidt, to whom I explained it yesterday, thought it
good and proper. I decided, however, to take the advice of the one
person whose judgment in such matters I respect more than anyone else's,
including my own, namely that of Charlie Delafield, V.P. of Con Edison.
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Drove to New York and had lunch with Charlie, who wasn't so much
opposed to the paragraph as he was convinced that the matter could
better be handled. Following luncheon, he got on the phone in my
presence with one Randy LeBoeuf, V.P. of NIB, and Charlie really
gave this fellow a song and dance about NIB going beyond its scope
and trying to get interpretive about ideologies. I think he must
have done a good selling job because Le Boeuf agreed to hold it up
until it had been rectified or until Charlie was given a chance to
go over the matter in detail with him or Dr. D. Paul Reed. I
stayed down for another hour talking about FEE methods with Charlie,
who on balance seems to be favorably disposed toward what we are
doing. He informed me that our $10,000 donation for this year had
his approval; that it would be put before the Directors in another
2 or 3 weeks.
March 19 .
Approved for publication a piece by Ed Opitz, "The Shadow
Lengthens." I have done this over the pronounced protest of Harper,
a slightly milder protest by Poirot, and a mild one from Curtiss.
Their reasons stem exclusively from Ed's ackn9wledgment that there
should be government. His endorsement of government is not as strong
as many previously endorsed by the present critics. This is not a
new problem. Indeed, I set forth the dangers of deep libertarian
studies in my ''In Defense of Government" -- the slipping into philosophical anarchy. This manifests itself in FEE and my approval of Ed's
piece will have some staff repercussions. Better now than later.
Socialists are forever referring to the libertarian philosophy
as "reactionary," "isolationist, 11 "dog eat dog," ''back to the jungle,"
"tooth and claw."
How ludicrous is all such jargon when reflecting
on the undeniable facts that socialism rests squarely on the use of
initiated or coercive force while libertarianism rejects this entirely,
insisting that the only force morally defensible is defensive forcel
Appended are copies of Clippings #62 and

#63.

Bill Johnson sent me a copy of a perfectly awful article
which he is to run in the May issue of Faith and Freedom, inviting me
to write a critique of it. I refused and suggested he not run the
article.
Ben M. phoned from Pittsburgh.

Wants to see me tomorrow.

Agreed.
Next "Notes" completed and sent to printer, scheduled for
April 15 mailing.
Ag's Italian gal, Jenny, took time off from her cleaning to
do a baked Lasagne which we had for dinner. I now know why Jenny is
fat -- and happy.
March 20. Ben flew in from Pittsburgh and I met him in the J & L Suite
at the Waldorf. There for 1~ hours and having to do with injecting
some moral philosophy into his Task Force report. Agreed that we would
meet on the 31st for dinner and that I would invite Dean, Ed Opitz,
and Henry Hazlitt. Ben will try to give us a hand with the Westinghouse
account. Found that he had rejected the ACE's movement in Pennsylvania
which I warned him against.

THE FOUNDATION FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION, INC.
IRVINGTON-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
LEONARD E. READ,

President

CONFIDENTIAL
March 24, 1954
To :

The Trustees and a few
friends of FEE

From:

leonard E. Read

I have obtained permission to send a copy of
the attached correspondence to a few friends on
the assurance that the German student's name will
not be publicized -

Dick Christian, the author of the letter to
me , John Sparks, Dick Lawrence, and Bill Dykes
are in the v:anguard of an ever-growing corps of
accomplished libertarians .

LER: bf
Encl.
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On returning to shanty there was a call awaiting me from
Clearwater Beach. Hutch said I should substitute an "ifn for an "an"
in Clipping 63. I agree. He adm.i tted he was only searching for an
excuse to call.
Ag

and I to Parises' for dinner.

It is utterly wrong to say, as Paul Hoffman did the other
morning and as most others do, "We have solved the :problem of :pro duction.11 I must develop the nature of this fallacy very soon. It
is among the awful absurdities. He, for years the head of one of the
great auto companies, agreed with my statement that not a man on earth
knows how to make an auto, yet he wasn't aware of the contradiction
between his assertion and his admission.
March 21. Aside from taking it easy and cooking my bastard ItalicFrench chix dish, I did little else beyond hours of work on a rewrite
of "I Dog . rt
March 22. Phoned Hazlitt on 31st dinner.
OK. Dean OK.

OK.

Phoned Opitz on same.

For years I have wanted to be invited to the Bohemian Grove .
This morning comes an invitation from WCM. Accepted.
Drove to N.Y. and lunched at Ro~kefeller Club with Earl
Bunting, Pres., and Kenneth Miller, , Senior V.P., of NAM. I tried to
make the :point that it was only something like FEE, not encumbered
with committees, that could :present the free enterprise :philosophy
in its purity; that their effort would be easier were they to use our
material (with the onus on FEE and not on NAM) and were we able to do
more work. They both agreed. Whether or not it will ever be implemented
is a ~uestion. I stressed that implementation was impossible unless
someone were assigned to studying our works, someone who had an eye to
NAM opportunities. A most pleasant session.
Jameson Campaigne, Editorial Director of Indianapolis Star,
met at airport by Dean. While Ag, JB, and louise went out to dinner,
we three did one at the shanty and talked until 11:00 PM. Dean had
warned me that Jim wanted satisfaction on the :public education problem.
Anyway, before ~uitting he said he was in philosophical agreement.
March 23. FEE is 8 yrs. old today. It is of interest that this is
also the day (seventeen seventy-five
hardly a man is still alive)
when Patrick Henry rose to speak in St. John's Episcopal Church in
Richmond:
Different men often see the same subjects in different
lights; and therefore, I hope it will not be thought
disrespectful to those gentlemen, if entertaining as I
do, opinions of a character very opposite to .theirs, I
shall speak forth my sentiments freely and without
reserve. This is
time for ceremony. The ~uestion
before the house is one of awful moment to this country .• • •and in proportion to the magnitude of the subject
ought to be the freedom of debate. It is only in this
way that we can hope to arrive at truth, and fulfill the
great responsibility which we hold to God and our

no
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country •••• Gentlemen may cry peace, peace, peace-but there is no peace. The war is actually begun~
The next gale that sweeps down from the North will
bring to our ears the clash of resounding arms~ •.•
Why stand we here idle? Is life so dear, or peace
so sweet, as to be purchased at the price of chains
and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty God! I know not
what course others may take; but as for me, give me
liberty, or give me death~
Spent breakfast through lunch with Jim Campaigne.
dined with us • JB drove him to La Guardia.

He also

March 24. Phoned John Rowe in Cincinnati. His printer will do a
revised copy of his Mainspring bulletin for FEE, to go to 1,000
chief editorial writers.
Phoned Dick Christian in Canton and obtained permission
to send a copy of his letter to a few friends of FEE. Dick said
the German student's letter was published in the Canton Repository
last night so the confidential aspect cannot be too important.
Copy of letter appended.
Opitz at FEE and did final touch-up on his piece which
we will now send to the printer.
Mises arrived at 4:30 to begin a series of seminars here
at FEE -- senior staff and a few others. Lectured for two hours,
mostly on the distinction between the exactness of the natural
sciences and the lack of precision in human action or what, inaccurately, is referred to as the social sciences. Also, talked
about "economic determinism. 11 Mises has an abundance of good
ideas and of experience, but today he lectured very awkwardly.
March 25.

Wired felicitations to Doc Carver.

He's 89 today.

A gal phoned from Dallas on behalf of Dan Smoot inquiring
about George Rogers of Winnetka. I gave George a puff.
To New York and Bankers Club for lunch with Tom Phelps.
He confirmed his suspicion that Texas Company has dropped support
of FEE. That's a $1,500 blow. Tom, though, hopes for the continuance and growth of our work. Am not certain how much he can
implement this in Socony-Vacuum.
Finished first draft of Foreword for "I Dog."

Copy is

appended.
March 26. How absurd i t would be for FEE, an educational institution,
to confer diplomas on John Sparks, Bill Coberly, Bill Dykes, and a
host of others for their achievements in libertarianism. No amount
of examinations would alter this. The only accurate thing that could
be written about this relationship would be a statement by them as
to how helpful we have been to them. In short, if any diplomas at
all are admissible, FEE should get them. Maybe this same turn-about
should be applied to schools. Let those finishing Stanford testify

THE CANTON SUPPLY COMPANY

938 Cleveland Avenue, S. W.
Canton 2, Ohio
March

22, 1954

Mr. Leonard E. Read
c/o Foundation for Economic Education
Irvington-on-Hudson, New York

Dear Leonard:
You can now say we have been successful in getting FEE literature into the
Russian Zone of Berlin.
Last year I requested permission to house two German Exchange students who
would spend three days in Canton before returning to Germany. Needless to say,
my motive was to indoctrinate these two boys into freedom's philosophy.
Time with these two boys was limited, but good use was made of the time
available. John Sparks, Bill Dykes, Dick Lawrence, and I talked with them at
breakfast, lunch and dinner. One boy's father was an .automobile dealer in Germany,
so arrangements were made with Jimmy Kempthorn, the largest local Dodge-Plymouth
dealer, to haye dinner and visit his garage. Again, we pointed out how this accumulation of wealth was possible only for individuals when p~ople are free.
The last morning the boys were in Canton, Dick Lawrence and I had breakfast
and summed up the principles we tried to get across to them and gave each of the
boys a few FEE publications.
Friday, I received an air mail letter from Joachim Worms which ex.9lained
how FEE literature entered Russia. The following is a copy of this letter:

Mr. H. J .. Worms
(22-A) Rheydt
Brucknerallee 222
(British Zone)
Germany

March

15, 1954

Dear Dick:
At last I am able to write to you. I am most awfully sorry I had to keep
you waiting so long, but circumstances will explain it to you. First let me
say that the FEE is sending me their material as ever and I am very grateful
towards them though I got mixe<i up into quite a bit of trouble because of that •.

- 2 Mr. Leonard E. Read

March 22,

1954

Just listen to this: There was an AFS conference in Paris/France late in
January. There I met a Berlin student o~ the Free University who invited me to
come to Berlin to give a talk on Economic Liberty as FEE proposes it.
0~ course I was glad to do it, it was the ~irst chance I actually could
make use o~ the pamphlets and books and ideas I got ~rom FEE and you. So in February, I set o~~ ~or Berlin, equipped with a well-prepared manuscript and some
Material on the Foundation ~or Economic Freedom. But guess what happenedt At
the border o~ the Russian Zone the peoples Police searched my luggage and -~ound the printed st~~.
Good gracious~ Printed material in the English language
and to top it all dealing with economic ~reedom~ I was brought to the Russian
o~~icer, who at once declared me an imperialistic, ~ascistic, war-monger, America~luenced enemy o~ the State.
Well, what should I do?

I was imprisoned ~or the ~irst time in my lile ~ Because I owned FEE literature! Mter 3 days I came to a court and had to pay lO, 000 German Marks, about
2500.-U.S. Dollars. 0~ course I couldn't so a Russian Oi'~icer said I had to be
imprisoned ~or 3 years. I was just about to commit suicide in my cabin! I only
could sleep 5 hours a night, all the other times they had big spotlights on me.
After a week I got out, though, and had to pay 200.-German Marks, that's
50.-U.S. Dollars. That were all my savings. I was told I could go back to the
Zone border, goodness only knows why. However, I did, and the Peoples Police
even let me pass, but then shouted after me I should come back, I couldn't understand why. But I thought: Heck~ and ran as fust as I could using the trees at
the street to cover me because they started shooting after me. After half a
mile I reached the British sector and was safed. My Dad ordered me some money
so I could use the railroad to come home. It was the most terrible adventure
of my life so far, you see how lucky you are to live in a Democracy and not in
a dictatorship. This excursion did cost me all my literature and all my savings,
oh well.
But could I ask you to send me a copy of the booklet you once ga.ye me:
Essays on Liberty. Because that was one of the best ones there were and now the
Russians have it. (They should read i t and learn out of it, haha!) But I really
would like to have a new copy o~ it, in spite of everything because I too believe
in those principles, though may be not yet so much without questions like you do.
Well and here at home I had to recover and to make up what I missed in school
that time, so that's why I couldn't write.
First I did not know whether I should write this to you, but then I thought
you might be interested. We do have our term tests soon and I have to learn still
quite a bit. So I better close ~or now, please say hello to Jimmy Kempthorn ~or
me. Did you get a complete picture o~ that photograph taken out at the Country
Club? So long, it'll be good to hear from youl
I am,
Yours sincerely,

- 3 -

Mr. Leonard E. Read

March 22, 1954

I am enclosing my check in the amount of $12.25 for the purchase of the
following cloth bound copies :
1
1
2
1

1
l

"Essays on Libertyfl cloth bound
"Economics In One Lesson 1' cloth bound
"The Law" cloth bound
"Mainspring" cloth bound
"TVA Idea 11
"Key to Peace" cloth bound

$2.50
2.00
2.50
2.50

·75

2.00
$12.25

I would appreciate your making shipment as soon as possible, as I will in
turn. ship to Joachim one book each week .
Sincerely yours,

/s/

Dick

R. A. Christian
RAC:lm
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what the school has or has not done for them. That would remedy
teacher smugness. Let the teachers get a good grade if they can!
Talked with Devin Garrity of Devin-Adair about publishing
Chodorov's piece. Permission granted but he insists on $400 as
honorarium and that permission to reprint must be obtained from
copyright owner. I agreed.
Talked on phone with Chodorov in Washington. He is agreeable
but is mad about Garrity wanting a cut on honorarium. Frank wants
to do a write-up on the German student's letter in Human Events.
Then, Waverly Taylor phoned me from Washington asking that I
write former Secretary of War, Patrick J. Hurley, and send him a
sampling of our work. Wave and Ralph Gwinn are trying to get
Hurley to head a national outfit dedicated to the preservation of
property.
Cooked a veal and kidney pie for dinner. A letter from Yur
Sun announcing an airplane for him to fly, a raise, busyness, and
all's well on the western front.
Took Ag to see "From Here to Eternity. " Well done.
March 27. Took JB to St. Andrews, picked. up Ed Spencer, and played
first golf of season. Grass not green yet and greens ragged.
Gardner Gillespie joined us on the lOth. Broke even with Ed but
won a buck for children's fund from Gardner. My shots not at all
good but had an 89, seven strokes above the first game of last year.
Worked on "I Dog" until 10:00 PM.
March 28. Spent several hours on re-reading, editing, and adding
new ideas to "I Dog. " Am reasonably satisf'ied with it as it now
stands.
JB and I drove to Scarsdale and picked up Fran Letchfield,
here from S.F., and his son Tom who is in some way attached to the
Navy at Atlantic City. Tom is an ardent devotee of FEE and I should
say a rather remarkable young man in all respects. Ag had an excellent dinner. Put them on the 8:13 PM train for New York.

I recently came into possession of an unusually good explanation
of why it is that the more one learns the more one becomes aware of
what he doesn't know. I can't for the life of me identify its source.
I think I didn't dream it. Imagine a surface of <larkness, infinite
in dimensions. Draw a small circle in white to represent the amount
of knowledge one possesses. Now assume a far greater knowledge and
draw the larger circle. Observe the greater amount of darkness one
is exposed to in the latter instance. The more light one gains the
greater the exposure to darkness~
March 29. Herb Nelson, Exec. V.P. of N.A.R.B., phoned from Washington.
Wanted my size-up of Bob LeFevre as a secretary of their new national
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association of private property defenders. I gave Bob a boost but
disclaimed any knowledge of his competency in running
organization.

an

Talked with Tony Reinach over phone and sent him $300 with
which to speculate -- on onionsl
Announcement from Hayek of Mt. Pelerin meeting in Venice,
Sept. 6-ll. Sent my reservation and hope I can go.
Raymond Moley phoned.

Wants some of our books.

Worked on "I Dog 11 all day and until

10~00

PM.

March 30. Received 135 shares of Halliburton Oil Well Cementing Co.
commo~ stock as a renewal from Gulf Oil -- worth about $5,000, but this
is too late for a March entry. We gotta' get the cash!
JB drove me to New York. Lunched at Chase Bank with George
Champion, some other bank officers, a Mr. Becker and someone else from
Armour and Company.

Phoned Leo.
Hutch for dinner.
Ag

We are to get together next week in New York with

reports that Tim spoke his first words

today~

"Pretty boy."

To St. Andrews for Board meeti~. Debated problems from 6:00 to
9:00 PM before we had our dinner. It was agreed that next meeting
would be held in FEE B9ard roam, April 27th, and that I would cook the
dinner.
March 31. Jasper phoned from Wilmington. In good spirits. Says his
donation will be alo~ next month. Also reports that he is now ready to
go to work for us on GM. Jasper says he may go to Venice in September.
Sent the following note, along with Clipping #63, and a list of
our Trustees, to about 400 brass taken from u.s. Chamber of Commerce
committees:
Belief in the use of the organized police force -- government
as a means to get things done grows apace. Faith in free men
and the free market correspondi~ly diminishes.
The solutionY It's simple to state, difficult to execute:
Restore a faith in free men and the free market. This is the
educational approach to which FEE is dedicated.
Attached is a sample of what I mean.
Our studies range all the way from three-minute pieces, like
this Clippi~, to books. Wouldn't you like to receive all
of our releases? You need but say the word.
Dr. Rumley of CCG phoned.
inflation efforts.

Wants to get us to speed up our anti-
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Dean, Opitz, and I drove to Waldorf and joined Ben and Henry
Hazlitt in J & L suite. There from 6:00 to 9:00 discussing, mostly,
problems of the public domain. Discussion brought out some good
ideas. Dean is to be the writer and in subsequent get-togethers we
will pick at what he has writ. Ben flew back to Pittsburgh.
April 1 . Ivan called on Fennell of Texaco today and confirmed that
FEE had been dropped. The shanty expenditure had been the trouble
in this case, too -- thanks to NIB. After explanation, Fennell thought
it was a wise decision and is to reopen case within next two weeks
before Contributions Committee.
Devoted whole day to editing.
Ag and I to see "Roman Holiday. " V. G.
April 2. News from Marvin Hurley that I am not to be on the Southwestern
Institute agenda.
All day on "I Dog."
Ag's Jennie did another Italian dish for our dinner, better than
any Wop restaurant concocts.
April 3.

Irenee Du Pont sends his renewal for $3,000.

JB, Ruston, Do-Doing-Dunn, and I golfed for 15 holes, cold and
windy and insufferable.
Bettina goes to hospital Monday morning for operation.
a v.i.p. at FEE.
Ag and I to Mic Ugb.s and bridged.
2 o'clock.

Lost 2 bucks.

She is

To bed at

April 4. A cool, clear and lovely day. Picked up Mic Ugh and was
his guest at Siwonoy. Bob Ganger and I played against Ugh and a Doc
somebody. My putting atrocious, 4-putting one green, 3-putting another
and missing all 1-putts except on the 18th. But had an 87 and won
$2.75 for g.c. bank.
April 5.
Dehmlow.

interesting letter from WCM to his son-in- law, Louis
This and my reply are appended.

An

Phoned B. Glen in Washington about reservations for Ag and me
on occasion of U. s. C of C Annual Meeting.
Wave Taylor phoned from Washington. Wants me to suggest head
man for their outfit. I probably cannot do it. These folks go about
organization bottom-side-up.
April 6. Business continues exceedingly dull. The financial report
for the past l2 months adds to the gloom -- about $60,000 below the
previous year in receipts. Interest in our work was never lower, and
our work was never better.

